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Let / be a nonconstant function meromorphic in the unit disc D={\z\<l},

with circumference C, and let Ez be a subset of C with positive (linear) measure.

Suppose that at each C e Ez, /has an angular limit aζ, and let Ew= {aζ : Csfc}.

It is known that Ew contains a closed set with positive harmonic measure

(see Priwalow [6, p. 210] or Tsuji [7, p. 339]). Also known is that even when

/ is a schlicht function mapping D onto the interior of a Jordan curve, it may-

happen that Ew has linear measure zero (see Lavrentieff [2]) and a recent

theorem of Matsumoto [4, p. 133] states, in effect, that if / is a schlicht func-

tion mapping D onto the interior of a Jordan curve, then Ew cannot have

-K--dimensional measure zero (For the definitions of (exterior) linear measure

and a-dimensional measure zero (α>0), see [5, pp. 149, 150].). The purpose

of the present paper is to prove a theorem that generalizes Matsumoto's theo-

rem. As a corollary of our theorem, we obtain : If each point of Ew is accessible

(with a Jordan arc) through the complement of f(D) ={f(z) z^D), then Ew

contains a closed set that does not have -^-dimensional measure zero.

If Ew is all of the extended w-plane Ω, the desired conclusion already holds

so that we may, by first subjecting Ω to a linear transformation, assume that

™$Ew. Our result is most conveniently expressed in terms of the Riemann

surface S oί f over Ω. For each C G & and positive number h, let S(C, h) be

the component of S over {\w — aζ\<h) such that if r is sufficiently near 1 (r

< l ) , then rζ corresponds under / to a point of S(C3 h) and let PS{ζ, h) be

the projection of S(C, h) onto Ω.

We prove

THEOREM. Suppose that to each C e & there correspond a Jordan arc γζ {con-

tained in the finite w-plane) with one endpoint aζ and a positive number hς such
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that PS{C, hζ)drζ-Φ' Then Ew contains a closed set that does not have

-y dimensional measure zero.

Proof. Let m(E) and me(E) denote the (linear) measure and exterior (linear)

measure of the set ϋXC. From Lusin's theorem, there exists a closed set

Ez1] a Ez such that m(Ez

l)) > 0 and

(l) the restriction of aζ to Ez

ι) is a continuous function.

For each C<=:Ez

l), let Jζ be an open (Euclidean) disc with rational radius and

center with two rational coordinates such that

and let Sζ be the component of S over Δζ such that if r is sufficiently near 1

(r< 1), then rζ corresponds under / to a point of Sζ. Then PSζ ̂ γζ-φ. Since

there are only countably many distinct Sζ, there exists Coe Js"* such that the

set

has positive exterior measure. Let So = Sζo and Λ = ^ β Then

(2) for each Ce ET, PS0Πγ$ = Φ and %e4 0 .

Let S(C,» denote the sector (C = ̂ 'τ, 0 < r < l )

and for each ζ^E(i\ let ^ be a positive number such that

(3) /(S(C, rζ))c:j0.

Let r be a positive number and E{?] a subset of E(

z

2) such that me(Ez])>Ot and

for each C(ΞE2

3\ r<>rζ. Let r1 {0<r'<l) be such t h a t {\z\ = r1} intersects

the rectilinear segments on the boundary of 5(1, r), and let / be a component

of { r ' < | * | < l } n U5(C, r), the union being taken over all .Ce£i 8 ) , such that

the set

£i4)=-{Ce=£iB) : S(C, r)ΠI*φ}

has positive exterior measure. Then

J = { r ' < U | < l } n US(C, r),
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where the union is taken over all C e l ^ (the bar denotes closure). Thus /

is the interior of a rectifiable Jordan curve Γ, and

From (3) we have /(/) c Jo, and it follows that / corresponds under / to a

subset of So. Thus f(I)cPS0, and from (2) we have

(4) for each C e E(

z

4\ /(/) Π rζ = φ.

Let / be a positive constant, and let E(

z

5) be a subset of EZ

A) such that

mβ{Eιz])>0 and

(5) for each C G E ? , the diameter of γζ is greater than or equal to 2 /.

By making suitable linear transformations, we may suppose that

(6) O ε / and /(0) = «>.

Let r be an arbitrary Jordan arc joining (0<r<l, c e Ω - {oo }) {|w/-#| =

r} to {\w - a\ = I) and lying, except for its endpoints, in {r<\w-a\<l). Let

ω{w a, r, γ) denote the harmonic measure of {\w-a\ = r} with respect to

Ω - \_{\w- a\<r) U r l Using Matsumoto's argument [4, pp. 134, 135], we now

prove that there exist positive constants h and M (which are independent of

a, r and γ) such that

(7) ω(o3 β, r, γ)<M\i~r {0<r<h).

By letting f denote the image of γ under the translation w — a and noting that

ω{oo a, r, r)=ω(oo 0, r, rθ,

we see that we need only prove (7) under the assumption that a = 0. We

assume then that a = 0, and write

Dr = {\w\<r), Cr = i\w\ = r).

Let (ύr(w) be the harmonic measure of Cr with respect to

Ω-lDrU{u + iv : r<u<ly z; = 0}].

Then from Matsumoto's Lemma 2 [4, p. 132], there exist positive constants h

and M such that (h<l)

(8) O);-(
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Now let r be a fixed number satisfying Q<r<h. For each r* satisfying r<rf

</, let γr> be the subarc of γ that joins Cr> to Cι and lies, except for its end-

points, in {r9 <\w\<l). And let {/«} be a sequence of Jordan curves such

that ~Dr is contained in the exterior of Jn, Jn+i is contained in the interior In
00

of /n, and τv= Π/M. Then the harmonic measure ωn{w) of Cr with respect

to Ω -[DfU/nU/«] and the harmonic measure ω'(w) of Cr with respect to

Ω - [S Γ U rr'3 satisfy

(9) α>«(oo) f ω'-(°°).

For a fixed w, we choose rectilinear segments

Lj-{w : 77<|w|^r/+i, argument w-θj)

(j = 1, . . . , & r1 = n < r 2 < <n.+i = /) that are contained in In. Then the
k η

DrU U Z,y satisfies the
i = l J

relation conί00) < <on(°°) ϊ and from Matsumoto's Lemma 1 [4, p. 131], the

harmonic measure ω{w) of Cr with respect to

satisfies the relation <o%(co)<ω(<χ>)m Thus ί O n ί ^ ) ^ ^ ! 0 0 ) , and from (9) we

have the relation α>'(°°)<,ω(<*>) and letting rr I r, we see that ω(°° 0, r, γ)

<ωr{oo). Thus from (8) the proof of (7) is complete.

We now suppose that the set E{w = {aζ : Ce2?iυ} (which is closed and

bounded because Ez] is closed, °°$EW, and (l)) has -^-dimensional measure

zero. We wish to prove that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Let

EZ = Έ{ά\ where Eiϊ = {aζ : Ce=jEi6)}. Then Eίc Jg:ίi ). Let £ 2 * = ( C G ^ 1 > :

aζ<= EVl. Then from (1), Et is closed relative to the closed set Ez\ and is

therefore closed.

Let e be a positive number. Since Ew is closed and bounded and has

y-dimensional measure zero, there exists a finite number of discs Jj= {\w-aj\

<rj) 0'= 1, . . . , n) such that

(10) 0<rj<h O'=1, . . . ,n) ,

(12)
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and

(13) JjΠEw^Φ ( /= 1, . . . , n).

It follows from (13) t h a t for each j ( .7=1, . . . , n) there exists Cj^E^

such t h a t dζ^Δj', and from (5) we see t h a t γζjΠ {\w — aj\ = /} # $ . T h u s we

may let γj be a subarc of γζj t h a t joins { |w - ajI = Yj) to {\w-aj\ = l} and lies,

except for its endpoints, in {rj<\w - aj\ </}. Let U be the component of
n

Ω - U D ; U 77] that contains «>, and let
j = l

n

ω(w) = Σω(w aj> rjy γj) (we. U).

Then from (7), (10) and (11), we have

(14) , ω(oo)<e.

Let z(z') be a conformal mapping of Z)'= {U'|<1} onto / such that 2(0) =

0 (recall (6)). Since E* is closed and E(

z

5)c:Ez, m(E*) > 0 ; and it follows

that Eϊ corresponds under z = z(z') to a closed set E?> on C'={U1 =1}; and

since Γ is rectifiable, tn(EΪ>) >0 [6, p. 127]. Let «(«f) be the harmonic measure

of E$> with respect to D1. Let F(z') =f(z{z')), let A be the component of

( 2 ' G J D ' : F U O e t/> that contains 0 (recall (6)), and let B denote the boundary

of A .

We wish now to establish the relation

(15) u(z')<ω(F(z')) U'eA).

From (4) we see that

(16) F(Bf)Df)c: \J{\w-aj\ = rj) - Ur;,

so that in particular,

lim ω(F{z'))>l for each Ce 5Π D'.

It follows from (4) and a theorem of MacLane [3, p. 10] that for each j (j =

1, . . . , n), the level set {z1 e £>' : |FU') - α l = ry> "ends at points of C " [3,

p. 8]. Thus it follows from (16) that each point of BΓ\ C! is accessible through

Do (that is, for each ζ<=Bf)C there exists a Jordan arc that is, except for

the one endpoint C, contained in Dύ). Since at each point of £ ί , F has an

asymptotic value that is in E%> we have from (12) that each point of E* is
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accessible through D1 - Do. Thus, each point of Eί Π B is accessible through

both A and Df - Dh, and from a theorem of Bagemihl [1, Theorem 1], the

set Eί ΠB is countable. But for each C e C - £ * , limu(z') = 0, so that (15)

follows from an extension of the maximum principle.

From (15) and (14) we have

4~ rn(EΪ) = u(0) <,ω(F{0)) = ω( «>)<.,

and since β is arbitrary, we have a contradiction and the proof of the theorem

is complete.

Remark. LetE = E(popi •), where pn = n9 be the Cantor-type set defined

by Nevanlinna [5, p. 154]. Then E has positive harmonic measure C5, p. 155]

and for each positive number α, since 2n/(w!)*-»0 (w-* °°), ishas α-dimensional

measure zero. Let F be a holomorphic function that maps D one-to-one and

conf ormally onto the universal covering surface of Ω- LEU {°°}]. It follows

from theorems of Nevanlinna [5, pp. 208, 213] that F has angular limits at

almost all (except for a set of measure zero) points of C; and from a theorem

of Lusin and Priwalow K, p. 212], at almost every point of C the angular

limit value of F is in E. Applying now an argument of Lusin and Priwalow

(see K, p. 210]) we see that there exists a nonconstant function f bounded and

analytic in D such that for each positive number at, Ew has a-dimensional measure

zero.
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